Teaching for Societal Impact
Aurora education aims to equip students with the skills
needed to become social entrepreneurs and innovators,
willing and able to contribute to solving the major challenges
of our societies. This is crucial for a sustainable future.
Academic teachers who strive to teach for societal impact
are the cornerstone of this endeavour.
Are you the teacher of the future?

Explore diﬀerent Teaching for
Societal Impact pathways

Want to expand or reinforce the link between the content
of your course and societal challenges? Consider this…
Get involved with one of the
Aurora pilot domains and gain
new perspectives from diﬀerent
academic teachers

Connect your course to the Sustainable
Development Goals and consider tackling
a real-world challenge with your students

Bring diﬀerent disciplinary
perspectives into your course by
trying an interdisciplinary
approach

Want to strengthen the development of student competencies
in your course and make them more tangible? Consider this…
The LOUIS framework can support
you in successfully integrating the
development of general competences in your teaching in addition
to the subject knowledge

The SEISMIC tool can help you deﬁne how
and measure if your students acquire social
entrepreneurship skills in their studies

The BEVI analytical tool allows you
to measure the impact of your
teaching, learning and training
activities on the mindsets of your
students i.e. their beliefs and values

Want to diversify your course delivery and make it more
inclusive and societally relevant? Consider this…
Make your students the centre of
your teaching through a student
centred and inclusive teaching
approach

Emphasise collaboration with students and
society and connect community service with
academic learning by using co-creation
and service learning

Include scientiﬁc work under real
conditions with human experiences in
your course by oﬀering ﬁeld work or
excursions to your students

Want to use internationalisation to make your courses
even more impactful? Consider this…
Bring internationalisation to your
students at home by participating
in a Collaborative International Online learning (COIL)
cooperation within your course

Provide short-term mobility or blended
mobility opportunities to your students,
allowing also underrepresented student
groups in semester long exchanges to have
a learning experience abroad

Jointly develop and deliver a new
collaborative course with
academics from other Aurora
Universities

Want to learn more?
Visit aurora-universities.eu
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